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The NO(T)MAD™ projector

This portable projector is fully autonomous and rechargeable thanks to its built-in
Lithium-Ion battery.
100% waterproof and mobile, No(t)mad lights wherever you need it: in the garden, in
the house, in the pool, on the boat, at the campsite ... And with its magnetic base, it is
fixed everywhere, including in water !
Available in 2 versions:

And 8 colors:
colors:
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The NO(T)MAD™ projector
Customer benefits:
benefits:
The No(t)mad projector is used all year
long
as
additional
lighting
with
an
autonomy of 5 hours.

The No(t)mad projector has powerful
lighting and can illuminate a dressing
room, a car, a cellar, a boat, a camping
tent or an above-ground pool.

The No(t)mad projector can be recharged
up to 400 times without losing its
autonomy.
Compared with portable battery lighting,
it offers real savings.
savings.
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The NO(T)MAD™ projector

The No(t)mad projector comes in a PET
package to lay on a shelf or to hang. The
color of the box matches with the color
of the projector.
projector.

To facilitate the highlighting of the product
in the store (ideally at the cash desk), a
color cardboard display is available with a
capacity
of
6
boxes
and
a
timed
demonstration projector that operates
on
mains
to
avoid
recharging
the
battery.
battery.
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The NO(T)MAD™ projector

Recommendations for use:
use:
The No(t)mad projector is rechargeable.
Unscrew the cap on the back of the
product and connect the supplied cord to
a USB socket.
It is possible to use the charging socket
of a mobile phone.
phone.
At the first use it is important to let the
Lithium-Ion battery discharge completely
and reload it to the maximum so it will
keep the charge during the time.
During the charge one Led turn red, as
the battery is charged this Led turns
green.
After the load, it is imperative to screw
the cap tightly by tightly tightening the
seal to ensure the tightness.
tightness.
Use a coin to apply the necessary force.
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